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Star Trek Enterprise Logs
2012-09-11

in the annals of adventure and exploration there are few names to rival that of the uss enterprise edited by carol
creenburg with stories by diane carey peter david michael jan friedman robert j greenburger john vornholt and
more the enterprise logs celebrates the proud history of the many ships which have borne the name of enterprise
and the valiant captains who have steered them through danger to glory from the original real life uss enterprise a
fighting sloop which fought in the american revolution to the state of the art starship commanded by jean luc picard
this stirring anthology captures some of the most thrilling moments in the careers of the ten captains kirk pike
decker and garrett amongst them who have been privileged to command a legend

Rise of the Federation: Live by the Code
2016-03-29

the fifth season saga of the star trek enterprise tv series continues with this action packed original novel admiral
jonathan archer has barely settled in as starfleet chief of staff when new crises demand his attention the starfleet
task force commanded by captain malcolm reed continues its fight against the deadly ware technology but one of
the task force ships is captured its andorian crew imprisoned by an interstellar partnership that depends on the
ware for its prosperity worse the partnership has allied with a renegade klingon faction providing it with ware drone
fleets to mount an insurrection against the klingon empire archer sends captain t pol and endeavour to assist reed
in his efforts to free the captured officers but he must also keep his eye on the klingon border for factions within the
empire blame starfleet for provoking the ware threat and seek to take revenge even the skill and dedication of the
captains under archer s command may not be enough to prevent the outbreak of the federation s first war 2016 cbs
studios inc star trek and related marks are trademarks of cbs studios inc all rights reserved

Star Trek and American Television
2014-04-18

at the heart of one of the most successful transmedia franchises of all time star trek lies an initially unsuccessful
1960s television production star trek the original series in star trek and american television pearson and messenger
davies take their cue from the words of the program s first captain william shatner in an interview with the authors
it s a television show in focusing on star trek as a television show the authors argue that the program has to be
seen in the context of the changing economic conditions of american television throughout the more than four
decades of star trek s existence as a transmedia phenomenon that includes several films as well as the various
television series the book is organized into three sections dealing with firstly the context of production the history
and economics of star trek from the original series 1966 1969 to its final television incarnation in enterprise 2002
2005 secondly it focuses on the interrelationships between different levels of production and production workers
drawing on uniquely original material including interviews with star captains william shatner and sir patrick stewart
and with production workers ranging from set builders to executive producers to examine the tensions between
commercial constraints and creative autonomy these interviews were primarily carried out in hollywood during the
making of the film nemesis 2002 and the first series of star trek enterprise thirdly the authors employ textual
analysis to study the narrative storyworld of the star trek television corpus and also to discuss the concept and
importance of character in television drama the book is a deft historical and critical study that is bound to appeal to
television and media studies scholars students and star trek fans the world over with a foreword by sir patrick
stewart captain jean luc picard in star trek the next generation

Star Trek: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 Illustrated Handbook
2019-10-15

captain james t kirk s original starship enterprise everything you want to know about this iconic starship in the first
full color volume ever published featuring details from both tv series and the first six movies this volume featuring
the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 and the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 a is a detailed illustrative account of the tv starship
from the original 1966 1969 series and the movie starship from star trek the motion picture 1979 star trek ii the
wrath of khan 1982 star trek iii the search for spock 1984 star trek iv the voyage home 1986 star trek v the final
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frontier 1989 and star trek vi the undiscovered country 1991 plus captain pike s enterprise from the hit tv series
star trek discovery with isometric illustrations of all the key locations annotated plan views detailed technical
information starfleet equipment and uniforms and insignia the chapters follow the starships through time and
provide an extraordinary reference guide to these iconic federation vessels

Star Trek The Next Generation: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D
Illustrated Handbook
2019-07-09

for the first time ever the definitive illustrated guide of captain picard s enterprise d from star trek the next
generation the galaxy class u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d presented in more detail than ever before this deluxe
hardcover of captain picard s enterprise features the ship s operational history illustrations of all the key locations
including the bridge main engineering and sickbay equipment and auxiliary vehicles plus explanations of the
science and technology with isometric illustrations and technical information from official sources this book provides
an extraordinary reference guide star trek illustrated handbooks is a series of books that provide in depth profiles of
the star trek universe covering a wide range of topics from individual starships to races such as the klingons each
full color heavily illustrated reference work is packed with isometric illustrations artwork photographs and cg
renders and features detailed technical information from official sources

Rise of the Federation: Uncertain Logic
2015-03-24

an original novel continuing the saga of the tv series star trek enterprise featuring captain jonathan archer and the
crew of the enterprise years ago jonathan archer and t pol helped unearth the true writings of vulcan s great
philosopher surak bringing forth a new era of peaceful reform on vulcan but when their discovery is seemingly
proven to be a fraud the scandal threatens to undo a decade of progress and return power to the old warlike regime
admiral archer captain t pol and the crew of the u s s endeavour investigate with help from their vulcan allies but
none of them suspect the identity of the real mastermind behind the conspiracy to reconquer vulcan or the price
they will have to pay to discover the truth meanwhile when a long forgotten technological threat re emerges
beyond the federation s borders captain malcolm reed of the u s s pioneer attempts to track down its origins with
help from his old friend trip tucker but they discover that other civilizations are eager to exploit this dangerous
power for their own benefit even if the federation must pay the price 2015 cbs studios inc star trek and related
marks and logos are trademarks of cbs studios inc all rights reserved

Star Trek: Enterprise - The Ultimate Quiz Book
2013-07-17

the star trek enterprise quiz book is a fun selection of original questions and answers comprehensively covering all
facets of the tv series as a fun family game it will separate the archer s from the xindi the t pol s from the klingons
and is a fantastic way to enjoy enterprise even more

Star Trek: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 Illustrated Handbook Plus
Collectible
2019-10-15

captain james t kirk s original starship enterprise includes a die cast model of the movie version of the u s s
enterprise this first full color volume ever published has everything you want to know about this iconic starship
featuring details from both tv series and the first six movies includes a die cast metal collectible model of the iconic
u s s enterprise ncc 1701 a from the original star trek movies this volume featuring the u s s enterprise ncc 1701
and the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 a is a detailed illustrative account of the tv starship from the original 1966 1969
series and the movie starship from star trek the motion picture 1979 star trek ii the wrath of khan 1982 star trek iii
the search for spock 1984 star trek iv the voyage home 1986 star trek v the final frontier 1989 and star trek vi the
undiscovered country 1991 plus captain pike s enterprise from the hit tv series star trek discovery with isometric
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illustrations of all the key locations annotated plan views detailed technical information starfleet equipment and
uniforms and insignia the chapters follow the starships through time and provide an extraordinary reference guide
to these iconic federation vessels

Star Trek: Year Four - The Enterprise Experiment
2014-09-10

showcasing the top trek writers in print tv and comics as idw beings their second year under starfleet command this
month star trek legend dorothy d c fontana takes the stage for her first ever star trek comic book series the writer
from the original tv series as well as the animated series the next generation and deep space nine is joined by
partner derek chester star trek legacy for the enterprise experiment an all new series set in the unexplored fourth
year of the u s s enterprise s legendary five year mission a sequel to the classic episode the enterprise incident
originally written by fontana herself where kirk and spock found themselves trapped on an enterprise out of phase
with space itself and facing a plot of revenge from romulans

Star Trek: Discovery: The Enterprise War
2019-07-30

an all new novel based upon the explosive star trek tv series a shattered ship a divided crew trapped in the infernal
nightmare of conflict hearing of the outbreak of hostilities between the united federation of planets and the klingon
empire captain christopher pike attempts to bring the uss enterprise home to join in the fight but in the hellish
nebula known as the pergamum the stalwart commander instead finds an epic battle of his own pitting ancient
enemies against one another with not just the enterprise but her crew as the spoils of war lost and out of contact
with earth for an entire year pike and his trusted first officer number one struggle to find and reunite the ship s
crew all while science officer spock confronts a mystery that puts even his exceptional skills to the test with more
than their own survival possibly riding on the outcome

Star Trek: Enterprise: The Romulan War: To Brave the Storm
2011-10-25

based upon star trek created by gene roddenberry and star trek enterprise created by rick berman brannon braga

Star Trek
1998

the ephrata institute is an intellectual think tank at the outer fringes of the final frontier dedicated to the arts and
sciences the institute seems an unlikely target for an invasion but it proves easy pickings when the crusade comes
from beyond determined to impose its harsh unbending truth on all the worlds of the federation armed with
weaponized gravity the alien crusaders will stop at nothing to rescue the universe from its myriad beliefs even if it
means warping the mind and soul of every sentient being they encounter responding to an urgent distress signal
captain james t kirk and the crew of the u s s enterprise soon find themselves in conflict with the crusade and
facing individual challenges when kirk and spock are transported to the crusade s distant homeland to confront the
source of the invasion sulu finds himself trapped behind enemy lines while lieutenant uhura is faced with possibly
the most difficult decisions of her career as the crusade sets its sights beyond ephrata iv it is up to the enterprise
and its besieged crew to keep freedom of thought from being crushed beneath the weight of worlds

Star Trek: The Original Series: The Weight of Worlds
2013-03-26

the tales featured in strange new worlds rocket readers across the length and breadth of federation time and space
from captain jonathan archer s first exploration of the galaxy on board the very first starship enterprise through to
captain picard s tenure on the uss enterprise 1701 d and beyond here you can read a fresh and original take on
captain benjamin sisko s role on deep space nine captain kathryn janeway s homeward journey with the crew of the
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starship voyager captain archer s encounters with the xindi and many more ports of call along the way strange new
worlds 9 includes stories from all five star trek incarnations star trek the original series star trek the next generation
star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and star trek enterprise

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds IX
2006-08-22

a visual guide to the original star trek series

Star Trek: The Original Series 365
2010-09-01

since 1966 the star trek television franchise has used outer space and the thrilling adventures of the crews of the u
s s enterprise to reflect our own world and culture kirk and spock face civil rights issues and vietnam war allegories
while picard data and the next generation seek an ordered post cold war stability in the reagan era the crews of
deep space nine voyager and enterprise must come to terms with our real life of war manifest destiny in the 21st
century and the shadow of 9 11 now as the modern era of the franchise attempts to portray a utopia amidst a world
spinning out of control star trek remains about more than just the future it is about our present it is about us this
book charts the history of gene roddenberry s creation across five decades alongside the cultural development of
the united states and asks are we heading for the utopian federation future or is it slipping ever further away from
reality

Star Trek, History and Us
2021-03-29

specially packaged with a die cast metal collectible starship the definitive illustrated guide of captain picard s uss
enterprise d from star trek the next generation includes a die cast metal collectible model of the iconic uss
enterprise d from the star trek the next generation tv series the galaxy class u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d presented
in more detail than ever before this deluxe hardcover of captain picard s enterprise features the ship s operational
history illustrations of all the key locations including the bridge main engineering and sickbay equipment and
auxiliary vehicles plus explanations of the science and technology with isometric illustrations and technical
information from official sources this book provides an extraordinary reference guide star trek illustrated handbooks
is a series of books that provide in depth profiles of the star trek universe covering a wide range of topics from
individual starships to races such as the klingons each full color heavily illustrated reference work is packed with
isometric illustrations artwork photographs and cg renders and features detailed technical information from official
sources

Star Trek The Next Generation: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D
Illustrated Handbook Plus Collectible
2019-07-09

idw publishing s star trek second stage continues showcasing the top trek writers in print tv and comics as idw
beings their second year under starfleet command this month star trek legend dorothy d c fontana takes the stage
for her first ever star trek comic book series the writer from the original tv series as well as the animated series the
next generation and deep space nine is joined by partner derek chester star trek legacy for the enterprise
experiment an all new series set in the unexplored fourth year of the u s s enterprise s legendary five year mission
a sequel to the classic episode the enterprise incident originally written by fontana herself where kirk and spock
found themselves trapped on an enterprise out of phase with space itself and facing a plot of revenge from
romulans

Star Trek: Year Four - The Enterprise Experiment #1
2020-02-05
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join the crew of the u s s enterprise in all new adventures as they near the end of their five year mission featuring
the characters from the original series the crew of the enterprise left earth four years ago they ve traveled to
strange new worlds defeated impossible foes and made universe changing decisions but now with the end in sight
they ll have to face their biggest challenge yet step aboard the enterprise with kirk spock bones uhura sulu scotty
and chekov as they begin the end of their original five year mission and boldly go into an uncertain future in this
new continuing star trek series collects issues 1 6

Star Trek: Year Five - Odyssey's End (Book 1)
2006-08-01

before james t kirk another captain stood on the bridge of the u s s enterprise spearheading its mission of
exploration into the uncharted reaches of the galaxy he was a man driven to perfection a brooding soul whose
haunted eyes reflected the burden of the impossible standards he set for himself and for whom his longtime science
officer spock one day would risk everything yet little is truly known about the enigmatic christopher pike the events
that defined him or the secrets that consumed him from the embers of his early childhood among earth s
blossoming interstellar colonies to the terrifying conflagration that led him back to the world of his birth from the
mentor who would ignite young chris s desire to return to the stars to the career he blazed in starfleet that would
end in supreme sacrifice the path of pike s astonishing life leads through fire again and again but even amid the
ashes of talos iv the forbidden world on which he would live out the remainder of his days the dreams smoldering
still within his aging radiation ravaged breast fan the flames of pike s spirit to accomplish one final task

Star Trek: The Original Series: Burning Dreams
2007-02-27

with the help of captain archer and doctor phlox commander charles trip tucker stages his own death in order to
join a shadowy secret organization to launch a deep undercover invesigation into the romulans powerful new warp
drive to determine if it could pose a threat to a fragile new alliance original

The Star Trek: Enterprise: The Good That Men Do
2012-10-19

the star trek quiz book is a fun selection of original questions and answers comprehensively covering all facets of
the classic original series as a fun family game it will separate the kirk s from the gorn the spock s from the red
shirts and is a fantastic way to enjoy trek even more

Star Trek The Original Series Quiz Book
2013-03-05

a guide to the history that informs the world of star trek just in time for the next jj abrams star trek movie for a
series set in our future star trek revisits the past constantly kirk and spock battle nazis roman gladiators and
witness the great depression when they re not doubling back on their own earlier timelines the crew uses the
holodeck to spend time in the american old west or victorian england alien races have their own complex and
fascinating histories too the star trek universe is a sci fi imagining of a future world that is rooted in our own human
history gene roddenberry created a television show with a new world and new rules in order to comment on social
and political issues of the 1960s from the vietnam war and race relations to the war on terror and women s rights
later star trek series and films also grapple with the issues of their own decades hiv ecological threats the collapse
of the soviet union and terrorism how did uhura spur real life gender and racial change in the 1960s is kirk
inextricably linked with the mythical old west what history do the klingons share with the soviet union can nazi
germany shed light on the history and culture of the cardassians star trek and history explains how the holodeck is
as much a source for entertainment as it is a historical teaching tool how much of the technology we enjoy today
had its conceptual roots in star trek and how by looking at norse mythology we can find our very own q features an
exclusive interview with nichelle nichols the actress behind the original lt uhura conducted at the national air and
space museum explains the historical inspiration behind many of the show s alien races and storylines covers topics
ranging from how stellar cartography dates back to ancient rome greece and babylonia to how our great books of
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western literature continue to be an important influence to star trek s characters of the future includes a timeline
comparing the stardates of star trek s timeline to our own real world history filled with fascinating historical
comparisons star trek and history is an essential companion for every star trek fan

Star Trek and History
2012-08-28

when earth command first defeated the romulans and the neutral zone was established it was with the help of other
races across the galaxy out of those first uneasy but crucial alliances came the united federation of planets and its
combined forces starfleet but the close confines of a starship with so many different races and personalities on
board creates tensions across all the ranks control of what could grow to be the greatest power in the galaxy is at
stake and no one can take it lightly so when the flagship of the new federation fleet is up for grabs among six new
starfleet captains admiral ed walker is determined to keep this jewel and all of starfleet with her away from the
scientists and under military command walker chooses captain aaron stiles as his protege in this endeavour stiles
bent on avenging the death of his brother jake faces stiff resistance from walker s rebellious space jock nephew
dane and scientist captain bryce shumar but they face their biggest threat of all in an unknown alien race
destroying the bases of the oreias system can they ignore their differences and pull together to ensure that
starfleet and the federation has a future

Starfleet Year One
2010-03-16

in the past the examination of myth has traditionally been the study of the primitive or the other more recently
myth has been increasingly employed in movies and in television productions nowhere is this more apparent than
in the star trek television and movie franchise this collection of essays on star trek brings together perspectives
from scholars in fields including film anthropology history american studies and biblical scholarship together the
essays examine the symbolism religious implications heroic and gender archetypes and lasting effects of the star
trek mythscape

Star Trek as Myth
1986

the official guide to star trek just in time for star trek s 20th anniversary celebration includes synopsis of all
episodes background information information on the animated series and movies and 125 photographs

The Star Trek Compendium
2001-01-01

the enterprise and its crew are implicated in a deadly blast that incinerated hundreds of colonists but captain
jonathan archer knows this can not be true can he convince the powers that be before it s too late

Star Trek Enterprise Shockwave
2014-02-25

after voyager s seven of nine is accidentally transported across time and space to come face to face with captain
james t kirk of the u s s enterprise kirk knows that he must help her get back to the future before her presence in
the past can pose a threat to the universe s timeline

Star Trek: The Original Series: No Time Like the Past
2012-10-23

an original adventure starring captain jonathan archer and the crew of the very first uss enterprise chief engineer
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trip tucker iii chief medical officer dr phlox science officer t pol communications officer hoshi sato tactical officer
malcolm reed and helmsman travis mayweather in their first few weeks in space captain archer and his crew have
already discovered several new species and explored strange new worlds each new planet brings new discoveries
and new dangers none more so than the curious planet half of which is inhabited by the fazi with their highly
regulated culture in which strict protocols govern everything from their conversation to the design of their buildings
after a disastrous first contact with the fazi archer must depend on the diplomatic skills of vulcan science officer t
pol and the linguistic talents of communications officer ensign hoshi sato to help him mend relations with the
people of this planet and unravel the mystery of the other beings with which they share their world

Enterprise: By The Book
2013-09-24

a visual compilation of all 88 trading cards for star trek fans and collectors of tv memorabilia since star trek first
aired on television in 1966 the series has had an incredible influence on pop culture in 1976 with the show s rising
popularity in syndication the topps company released a series of collectible trading cards featuring full color images
from the classic television series created by gene roddenberry as well as synopses and stats on the cast and crew
of the starship enterprise sure to please both die hard fans and new generations this first ever collection includes
the fronts and backs of all 88 cards plus images of 22 rare and hard to find stickers which were originally sold one
per pack as well as text and commentary by star trek insiders paula m block and terry j erdmann

Star Trek: The Original Topps Trading Card Series
1997-10-01

from the public s first glimpse of the original starship enterprise to the brave new worlds explored in star trek
voyager the never ending phenomenon that is star trek has treated generations of viewers to a dazzling barrage of
unforgettable images of the future bizarre alien beings breathtaking extraterrestrial landscapes exotic costumes
state of the art special effects and remarkably convincing futuristic sets and props and equipment have brought
gene roddenberry s inspiring vision to life before the public s awestruck eyes the art of star trek is a one of a kind
gallery of star trek artwork as well as tribute to the many artists designers and technicians whose diverse talents
and imagination created the distinctive look of the star trek universe every incarnation of star trek is explored the
original series the animated series star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine and star trek voyager
and the films with the complete behind the scenes story of star trek s design history with hundreds of full color
illustrations and photographs many from private collections readers will at last be able to linger on star trek s rich
visual legacy and trace the evolution of and images from their initial conceptions to their final form on television
and film screens like all great works of art the many sights and visual surprises of star trek have been built from
scratch through a combination of inspiration and painstaking effort the art of star trek covers the entire universe of
star trek artwork and production design to reveal how in all of its various forms star trek has allowed us to look
boldly into the future and see what no one has seen before the art of star trek is the art of pure imagination the art
of a bright hopeful future and the art of three remarkable decades on nonstop action and adventure lavishly
illustrated it is a book to be read and referred to time after time as well as one that will become a cherished
chronicle fo star trek s first thirty years

The Art of Star Trek
2012-11-08

this is the first book to combine an authoritative history of the star trek franchiseâ including all six television series
and eleven feature filmsâ with anecdotes about the show from those who helped shape it from the outside in the
fans star trek expert robert greenberger covers everything from show creator gene roddenberryâ s initial plans for a
series combining science fiction and western elements the premiere of the original series in 1966 its cancellation
the franchiseâ s return in an animated series and its subsequent history on television and film up to expectations
for the 2013 j j abrams film along the way greenberger analyzes star trekâ s unique cultural impact and tremendous
cult following including the famous and first ever save the show mail campaign but this isn t a sugarcoated history
this book chronicles the missteps as well as the achievements of roddenberry and others behind the franchise
approximately two dozen sidebars provide personal experiences of dedicated trekkies who influenced or became a
part of the franchise star trek fandom is unparalleled in the effects it has had on the franchise itself the book is
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illustrated with a large collection of photographs of memorabilia many of which have never been seen before in
print

Star Trek
2003-12-01

an original novel set in the universe of star trek enterprise october 5 2140 after a half dozen years of research and
testing starfleet prepares to launch its first warp 5 vessel daedalus propelled by a radical new engine designed by
earth s most brilliant warp field theorist victor brodesser the new ship will at last put the stars within mankind s
reach but on the eve of her maiden voyage a maintenance engineer ensign charles tucker iii trip to his friends
discovers a flaw in daedalus s design when he confronts brodesser the scientist as charismatic as he is brilliant
eases trip s concerns the ship launches on schedule and as trip watches in horror it explodes in a catastrophic ion
cascade reaction killing all aboard thirteen years pass still haunted by memories of that disaster trip now serves as
chief engineer aboard enterprise when a freak explosion cripples his vessel leaving her helpless before a surprise
attack trip is forced to abandon his ship and his shipmates as he is on the verge of mounting a desperate rescue
attempt however a shocking turn of events forces him to confront the ghosts of daedalus one final time

Star Trek: Enterprise: Daedalus
2013-01-29

captain james t kirk embarks on a mission that he may soon regret in this all new original series adventure from the
new york times bestselling author a beautiful green world rich in fertile soil and temperate climate a textbook class
m planet that should be teeming with life scans show no life signs but there are refined metals including those
associated with a space faring race and a lone city but where are all of the inhabitants captain james t kirk leads a
landing party from the u s s enterprise hoping to get some answers the away team discovers a city in ruins covered
by dust utterly bereft of life tricorder readings indicate that this is no ancient metropolis it has been deserted only
for a year and just beyond the citadel lies what appears to be an ancient spaceport a graveyard of ships that have
clearly been sabotaged with these ruins too far from either the klingon or the romulan empires the enterprise crew
can only wonder who could have done this and could this unnamed threat now pose an imminent danger to the
federation

Star Trek: The Original Series: Allegiance in Exile
2013-02-26

captain james t kirk and the crew of the enterprise star in all new original series adventure about a federation
mining colony on the verge of destruction and the unlikely solution that could save them from extinction original

Star Trek: The Original Series: Devil's Bargain
2018-09-15

first airing in 1966 with a promise to boldly go where no man has gone before star trek would eventually become a
bona fide phenomenon week after week viewers of the series tuned in to watch captain kirk spock and the rest of
the crew of the uss enterprise as they conducted their five year mission in space their mission was cut short by a
corporate monolith that demanded higher ratings but star trek lived on in syndication ultimately becoming a
multibillion dollar media franchise with merchandise spin offs feature films and several television iterations from the
next generation to discovery star trek is a firmly established part of the american cultural landscape in star trek a
cultural history m keith booker offers an intriguing account of the series from its original run to its far reaching
impact on society by placing the star trek franchise within the context of american history and popular culture the
author explores how the series engaged with political and social issues such as the vietnam war race gender and
the advancement of technology while this book emphasizes the original series it also addresses the significance of
subsequent programs as well as the numerous films and extensive array of novels comic books and merchandise
that have been produced in the decades since a show that originally resonated with science fiction fans star trek
has also intrigued the general public due to its engaging characters exciting plotlines and vision of a better future it
is those exact elements that allowed star trek to go from simply a good show to the massive media franchise it is
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today star trek a cultural history will appeal to scholars of media television and popular culture as well as to fans of
the show

Star Trek: A Cultural History
2020-03-04

the forward progress of society is not automatic and should not be taken for granted the assassination of president
john f kennedy in 1963 can be viewed as ending his effort to deploy american prestige and power to forward
change worldwide today there are political forces seeking to stop progressive social political and economic change
whatever the reasons such forces are conspiring to impose authoritarianism to suppress the public s desire for just
democratic government the brutality violence viciousness and racism dystopia of authoritarianism are becoming
more and more the hallmark of world politics perhaps the most glaring aspect of this dystopia is the fact that the
american state has been almost continuously at war for the past thirty years including a sinister dastardly drone
assassination program one means to obscure the ongoing conspiracy to ultimately impose outright dictatorship on
the american people and the rest of the world is to smear and malign critics of this conspiracy as guilty of
conspiracy theory advocating and embracing baseless fantasies

Popular Culture, Conspiracy Theory, and the Star Trek Text
2018-07-18

the absolute philosophized most saliently about by georg hegel encompasses the entirety of reality the absolute
reality is composed of five dimensions height length width time and justice the five dimensions operate dialectically
and the normative values of reality inhere within the fifth dimension justice hard soft moral ethical yellow etc ad
infinitum the normative values from the fifth dimension justice in combination with the brain comprise the human
mind with the issues of climate change world wide biosphere destruction nuclear weapons international trade
regimes humanity has created the phenomenon of global politics thereby changing the fifth dimension the
argument in this volume is that the broadcast iterations of star trek allow us to comprehend significant aspects of
justice and the politics of globalism created through the advent of science technology engineering etc the creators
of star trek hold that nationalism is a psychological pathology and internationalism is rationality

Star Trek and the Politics of Globalism
2019-09-03

the first and only guide to the beloved and star studded star trek the animated series the in canon mostly
continuation of the iconic star trek original series star trek was left for dead in 1969 after the cancellation of the
original series tos however even though new adventures of the enterprise and its crew were not being produced it
remained in the zeitgeist due to syndication and fan run conventions as a result star trek became more popular and
led to gene roddenberry and filmation studios continuing the enterprise s original five year mission on saturday
morning television star trek the animated series tas was a critical success airing 22 episodes over two seasons and
earning the franchise its first emmy award in 1975 the show featured the voices of almost the entire original cast
including william shatner and leonard nimoy along with tos writers dorothy fontana journey to babel david gerrold
the trouble with tribbles acclaimed science fiction author larry niven and many more this book is the first officially
dedicated to tas and provides fans with behind the scenes production documents never before seen art and all new
interviews with the people who produced the enterprise s new animated adventures star trek the official guide to
the animated series reveals the efforts it took to translate tos into animated form includes a databank encyclopedia
of new and returning characters ships and planets as well as trivia bloopers and tas s connections to other star trek
shows

Star Trek
2012-09-04

once a hero always a hero having saved the federation one more time in star trek the undiscovered country captain
james t kirk and the crew of the uss enterprise have finally gone their separate ways spock mccoy sulu and the
others are spread out across the galaxy pursuing their own individual destinies until an interstellar crisis touches all
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their lives bored with retirement kirk jumps at the chance to help his nephews colonise a distant uninhabited planet
in a far corner of the alpha quadrant he even persuades scotty and chekov to come along for the ride but on the
planet known as sanctuary colonists find they are not alone after all an unknown alien race has established an
outpost there for their own mysterious reasons suspicious kirk investigates and uncovers a terrifying threat that
strikes at the security of the entire federation
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